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In mid June, a few weeks after informing me that she awaited an author response to an audit of Viner
and colleagues’ Review on school closures,1 Lancet Child & Adolescent Health Chief Editor Jane Godsland
contacted me to deliver a verdict. She briefly relayed that having received the authors’ comments, she now

– was “very confident there is no evidence of misconduct,”
– was “assured of the quality of the published review,” and
– did “not think there is a need for further action, or to publish an exchange on our letters page.”

She declined my own request for further information, but after being approached by my university’s research
governance official, she made the following statement:

To address the issue of the non-research misconduct concerns, I understand that to be
the issue of comparable transmissibility between SARS and SARS-CoV-2 in children. We
felt that the authors’ rebuttal to this point was reasonable. We are content that, in
the absence of significant knowledge about COVID-19 at the time, the authors looked to
previous novel coronavirus outbreaks for modelling. Furthermore, despite the elapsed time,
although we know more than we did in mid-March about transmission in children, there
is still considerable uncertainty and insufficient evidence that asymptomatic children are
significant transmitters of the virus. We therefore do not feel that publishing an exchange
to this effect is warranted; there seems no error of fact to correct, nor a discussion of
sufficient merit to justify the publication of a letter.

Though much of what the editor said in the above is arguably already addressed and/or rebutted in the
systematic review and letter of correspondence I wrote, there are some specific concerns I wish to address.

(a) Scientific problems. Even if SARS and COVID-19 were identical illnesses caused by identical
viruses, well over 90% of the scientific problems addressed in my systematic review would be
unaffected by this. As summarised in my cover letter and spelled out in my systematic review,
it is demonstrably objectively false that the Review has “no error of fact to correct.” In addition
to serious errors of fact, the Review also repeatedly violates its stated methodology and includes
serious misrepresentations and miscommunications. In this section, I discuss COPE and ICMJE
guidelines and precedent on the importance of adequately responding to such scientific problems.

(b) Misconduct. Although I feel the editor has tended to over-emphasise questions of misconduct to
the exclusion of questions of scientific error, I nevertheless disagree that any diligent investigator
could be “very confident” of no misconduct. In the following, I summarise various revelant aspects
of misconduct, from the standpoint of COPE and ICMJE guidelines and precedent. Questions of
misconduct are in my view secondary to questions of scientific error, but they are still important.

(c) Publication of Discourse. Contrary to the editor’s claim that there is no need even for the publi-
cation of an exchange of letters, COPE and ICMJE also have much to say on editor responsibility
to promote and publicise legitimate scientific discourse on published articles.

(d) SARS-CoV vs SARS-CoV-2 early literature. Here I summarise the literary record on a-/pre-
symptomatic transmission and pediatric transmission for SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 by the time
of writing of Viner and colleagues’ Review. I claim there was already adequate peer-reviewed literary
evidence by then to validate any points my letter of correspondence or systematic review actually
attempted to make about differences in transmission between SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2.

The following discussion’s appeal to ICMJE and COPE standards is due to the the Lancet’s “about”
page,2 which declares “the Lancet journals are signatories of the Recommendations for the Conduct,
Reporting, Editing, and Publication of Scholarly Work in Medical Journals issued by the International
Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE Recommendations) and to the Committee on Publication
Ethics (COPE) code of conduct for editors. We follow COPE’s guidelines.”
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(a) Scientific problems. Although correspondence from the editor tended to emphasise the question of
misconduct—which notably is a term that neither my letter of correspondence nor my systematic review
included—a study on retractions of biomedical literature from 1982 to 2002 found that only 27·1% of
retractions were for misconduct, whereas 61·8% were for unintentional errors.3 ICMJE guidelines4 state

Honest errors are a part of science and publishing and require publication of a correction
when they are detected. Corrections are needed for errors of fact. [...] If such errors do not
change the direction or significance of the results, interpretations, and conclusions of the
article, a correction should be published that follows the minimum standards noted above
[see webpage4 for standards list]. Errors serious enough to invalidate a paper’s results and
conclusions may require retraction.

Under “Ensuring the integrity of the academic record,” The COPE Code of Conduct5 states

Whenever it is recognised that a significant inaccuracy, misleading statement or distorted
report has been published, it must be corrected promptly and with due prominence.

Note that even merely misleading statements are included in this list. In fact, there is precedent for COPE
recommending an erratum and a public apology by authors for a misleading statement6 of relatively mild
severity. (In a study that linked miscarriage to a particular event, the authors remarked that most of
the subjects were pregnant when interviewed, but the authors failed to point out that this “most” came
primarily from pregnant control subjects.) As discussed in my review, Viner and colleagues’ Review has no
shortage of misleading statements, and its summary presents a badly distorted report of search outcomes.

ICMJE guidelines further state7 “The integrity of research may also be compromised by inappropriate
methodology that could lead to retraction.” As a systematic review, Viner and colleagues’ Review uses
inappropriate methodology both in the sense of repeatedly blatantly violating its meticulously-stated search
and exclusion criteria, and in the sense of conducting a de facto second systematic review on influenza-
based evidence, but with no statement of search and exclusion criteria for this latter review. It was also
arguably questionable methodology for the Review to attempt to extrapolate the impact of school-closures
on SARS-CoV-2 spread from the impact of school-closures on SARS-CoV spread, given the known extreme
differences in a-/pre-symptomatic transmission of these viruses, as discussed in section (d).

(b) Misconduct. The Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE) “Guidelines on Good Publication Prac-
tice”8 states the following as its first two principles of misconduct.

(1) The general principle confirming misconduct is intention to cause others to regard as
true that which is not true.
(2) The examination of misconduct must therefore focus, not only on the particular act or
omission, but also on the intention of the researcher, author, editor, reviewer or publisher
involved.

I not only believe that Viner and colleagues’ Review suppresses key data and conclusions from papers
that would have changed the readers’ assessment of results (see sections 3, 5, and 6 and Appendix 1 from
my systematic review), that it misrepresents the content and topics of various papers (see my section 1
and Appendix 2), that it makes deceptive/misleading statements (see sections 1 and 4 and Appendices 1
and 2), that it falsifies data/findings from at least one paper (see sections 3 and 4 and Appendix 2), and
that it misrepresents its own results in its summary (see section 6 and my letter of correspondence). I also
believe there is evidence that in each of these categories, there is at least one fault—if not more—that has
strong indications of having been intentional, in which case it would constitute misconduct.

Some concerns with the Review straddle questions of misconduct versus error. For example, COPE
Guidelines on Data analysis8 state the following:

Data should be appropriately analysed, but inappropriate analysis does not necessarily
amount to misconduct. Fabrication and falsification of data do constitute misconduct.
All sources and methods used to obtain and analyse data, including any electronic pre-
processing, should be fully disclosed; detailed explanations should be provided for any
exclusions. [...] The post hoc analysis of subgroups is acceptable, as long as this is
disclosed. Failure to disclose that the analysis was post hoc is unacceptable.

This viewpoint evidently extends to meta-analyses. For example there is precedent for COPE successfully
recommending retraction on the basis of a meta-analysis excluding just one relevant study.9 There is also
a case report for a submitted systematic review omitting a relevant study10 in which COPE recommended
rejection and writing a “frank letter” to the authors questioning their failure to include the study. There
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are no listed case reports for omitted studies in meta-analyses or systematic reviews for which COPE failed
to recommend retraction or rejection. (See section 2 for discussion of inappropriately omitted studies.)

Note also the above mention of posthoc analysis. Viner and colleagues’ Review has at least one instance
in which an exclusion criterion appears likely to have been added as a posthoc measure (without disclosure
as such), in order to exclude an experimental-data-based modelling result that strongly contradicts the
stated conclusion of the Review (see the first half of section 3 of my systematic review).

(c) Publication of Discourse. In addition to the ICMJE’s statement that “Corrections are needed for
errors of fact,” and that in the case of such error, “the journal should publish a correction notice as
soon as possible detailing changes from and citing the original publication,”4 the ICMJE also emphasise
the importance of community-mediated post-publication review. In the “Correspondence” section of their
guidance,11 they state,

Medical journals should provide readers with a mechanism for submitting comments, ques-
tions, or criticisms about published articles, usually but not necessarily always through a
correspondence section or online forum.[...] Responsible debate, critique and disagreement
are important features of science, and journal editors should encourage such discourse ide-
ally within their own journals about the material they have published. Editors, however,
have the prerogative to reject correspondence that is irrelevant, uninteresting, or lacking
cogency, but they also have a responsibility to allow a range of opinions to be expressed
and to promote debate.

No one could claim that Viners’ and colleagues’ school closures Review, or discourse thereon, was
“uninteresting” or “irrelevant.” This study was probably the most media-amplified Lancet C&AH article
of the year, and possibly ever, given the newness of the journal. UCL’s own COVID-19 media impact site
lists 34 media citings of this Review, in a listing entitled, “School closures do not have a significant effect
on Covid-19 spread,”12 and even that list is incomplete, omitting various mentions in other countries, for
example a Dr Oz segment about the Review on Fox News in the US. The journal itself also seemed to
deem the topic newsworthy, since the only editorial it published that month was Godsland’s own 728-word
essay13 promoting Viner’s Review and its message. (Letters of correspondence are limited to 400 words.)

The journal was apparently uninterested, however, in allowing “a range of opinions to be expressed,”
since despite (by their own account) receiving so much correspondence on this Review that it took them
11 days to reply to my email, they did not publish a single letter of correspondence about this Review.
They had published 3 letters of correspondence in the preceding month and went on to publish 4 in the
subsequent month, but the issue containing Viner’s Review and Godsland’s editorial only has one letter of
correspondence, on some non-schools-related topic concerning Italy.

COPE’s code of conduct on encouraging debate5 says,

Cogent criticisms of published work should be published unless Editors have convincing
reasons why they cannot be. [...] Studies that challenge previous work published in the
journal should be given an especially sympathetic hearing [emphasis added].

Instead, no one at the Lancet seemed even to consider the idea of sending my systematic review for peer
review, and Godsland actually claimed that COPE guidelines prevented her from sending my letter of
correspondence out for peer review, despite having previously encouraged me to formally submit a letter
of correspondence, albeit warning me that my letter would be peer reviewed. ICMJE guidelines encourage
journals to publish “expressions of concern” to notify readers of any ongoing investigations of articles,
followed by an update once the investigation is complete.7 Surely if journals are asked to advertise the fact
that articles are under investigation, they are not expected to suppress scientific debate in the meantime.

Even the matter of peer review for letters of correspondence is a source of puzzlement in this case. The
Lancet C&AH Guidance for Authors14 states, “We welcome correspondence on content published in The
Lancet Child & Adolescent Health or on other topics of interest to our readers. Correspondence letters are
not usually peer reviewed [emphasis added], but we might invite replies from the authors of the original
publication, or pass on letters to these authors.” It is unclear under what exceptional circumstances the
journal decides to impose peer review on letters of correspondence, and why Godsland warned me ahead of
time that any letter of correspondence I submitted would be peer reviewed. It is yet more unclear why this
peer review was paused indefinitely and then eventually abandoned, particularly when COPE guidelines are
so clear about needing a “convincing reason” to refrain from publishing criticism of published work, and
needing to extend particular sympathy to such works of criticism.
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(d) SARS-CoV vs SARS-CoV-2 early literature. Although this was certainly not the most important
complaint I made about Viner and colleagues’ Review, the primary distinction I made between SARS-CoV
and SARS-CoV-2 (indeed, the only distinction I made, in the case of the body of my systematic review),
was regarding the prevalence of a-/pre-symptomatic transmission. In the following, I argue that by the time
of writing of Viner and colleagues’ Review, strong peer-reviewed literary evidence had advanced consensus
scientific understanding to the following state:

(i) asymptomatic transmission1 was well-known not only to occur for SARS-CoV-2, but to be prevalent,
whereas it was believed not to have occured at all for SARS-CoV,

(ii) asymptomatic infection was known to be prevalent among SARS-CoV-2 infections, but rare among
SARS-CoV infections, and

(iii) substantial differences had been observed between SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV viral load kinetics.

Editor Godsland has repeatedly emphasised the question of pediatric transmission, to the extent that she
ignored all other aspects of my earlier email correspondence, and that she expressly instructed me that if I
were to submit a letter of correspondence about Viner’s Review, I should focus on the question of differences
in pediatric transmission between SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2. Thus, for the sake of completeness, I
discuss evidence that by the time of writing of Viner and colleagues’ Review,

(iv) asymptomatic infection was known to be particularly prevalent in SARS-CoV-2-infected children,
whereas asymptomatic and even afebrile infection was rare in SARS-CoV-infected children,

(v) there were case reports of SARS-CoV-2 transmission by several children, whereas there is only one
child reported in the literature to have transmitted SARS-CoV, and

(vi) the case report incidence for significant non-transmission by a child, despite exposure, was much
stronger for SARS-CoV than for SARS-CoV-2.

Since children were known to transmit SARS-CoV-2, since asymptomatic SARS-CoV-2 transmission was
known to be prevalent, since a disproportionate number of children were known to have asymptomatic
or paucisymptomatic infection, since children tend to engage in behaviours conducive to asymptomatic
transmission such as yelling, singing, close contact, and lax hygiene, and since the prevalence of lockdown
and school closures means that any data we have on pediatric SARS-CoV-2 transmission is vastly under-
representative, there was no apriori reason to assume asymptomatic SARS-CoV-2 transmission by children
to be unlikely. Indeed, although obviously no later evidence should be used to correct or rewrite earlier
scientific literature, there was later emergence of evidence that for SARS-CoV-2, young children have
comparable viral loads to adults,15 adolescents potentially have higher transmission rates than adults,16

and large, uncontrolled outbreaks can occur among children in schools or camps.17–19

More importantly, even if pediatric asymptomatic transmission does end up turning out to be less
frequent than that for adults, pediatric asymptomatic transmission is not the only aspect of asymptomatic
transmission relevant to school spread as a vector for community spread. It is not even necessarily the
most important aspect. Schools comprise more than just children. They host a congregation of adult
parents and caretakers at every morning and afternoon drop-off and collection. Adult school staff members
have frequent close contact not only with many students but also with other adult staff members, and are
under strong pressure to come to school. If a staff member transmits to a large number of students while
asymptomatic, presymptomatic, or paucisymptomatic, then the damage is already done: those students’
household members will have prolonged exposure to those students, regardless of whether those students
are symptomatic, and even symptomatic children often start with symptoms other than fever or cough.

This is entirely different to the situation of SARS, where no school staff member would be in a position
to transmit SARS to students, since any staff member contagious enough to transmit SARS would already
be both feverish and notably ill.

Lack of a-, pre-, and pauci-symptomatic transmission entirely changes the dynamics of disease spread. It
is not a fluke that SARS never exceeded 8500 cases worldwide before being completely eradicated. To make
this concrete, consider the case of Beijing, which hosted 30% of the world’s SARS 2003 cases, with 90%
of its outbreak concentrated in one month.20,21 As of 31 August 2020, the average of the 7 highest daily
case counts for SARS in Beijing is still lower per population than the lowest ever 7-day-moving-average
daily case count for COVID-19 in the UK since late March.20,22 This stark contrast in epidemic size was
already evident in data from China, Italy, and elsewhere by the time of writing of Viner’s Review.

I now proceed with the above-promised evidence.

1I shall not distinguish here between asymptomatic transmission and pre-symptomatic transmission.
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Asymptomatic-related evidence.

(i) Asymptomatic Transmission. Viner and colleagues’ Review conducted searches on 9 March and 19
March, and contains the phrase “as of April 3” in its introduction. On the afternoon of 1 April, the
United States governor of Georgia made a public announcement that his state would suddenly be initiating
lockdown as one of the last such states to do so, and made the excuse that he had only found out in the
last “24 hours” that SARS-CoV-2 had asymptomatic transmission, and that this was “game changing”
information. This claim of ignorance of asymptomatic transmission was regarded as so utterly preposterous
that it was met with widespread derision even in international media.

The Guardian called Kemp’s claim “astounding,”23 and for good reason. There had been preprint and
anecdotal evidence of asymptomatic transmission of SARS-CoV-2 since January 2020, and high-impact
peer-reviewed evidence since February. A UK SAGE report (recall Viner’s membership on SAGE) from
January24 mentions a German preprint and describes a news report in Chinese media from a doctor who
reported a cluster of COVID-19 cases at a conference in Hangzhou after one asymptomatic patient from
Wuhan had attended. By contrast, for SARS, this same SAGE report mentions that “Infectiousness of
SARS-CoV is generally believed to coincide with, but not precede, clinical symptoms,” and that “The
infectiousness of asymptomatic/pauci-symptomatic SARS-CoV cases has not been demonstrated.”24

A 21 February JAMA publication25 describes a 20-year-old female resident of Anyang, China (believed
not to have had any COVID-19 outbreak at the time), who travelled to Wuhan on 10 January and asymp-
tomatically infected 5 relatives upon her return to Anyang. A 5 March New England Journal of Medicine
article26 describes an incident in which a Shanghai resident made a 19-22 January business trip to Mu-
nich, met with a German business partner on 20-21 January, and did not develop any signs or symptoms
until during her flight home. By 28 January, 4 members of that German business had tested positive for
COVID-19, including her business partner and 3 employees who had had contact with her business partner
but no contact with the Shanghai resident. A 4 March Science China Life Sciences study27 available on
Pubmed describes 24 Asymptomatic COVID-19 infections from Nanjing, China, indentified through contact
tracing and testing. 5 of these patients developed symptoms subsequent to their positive test. 17 of the
24 were found to have ground-glass or stripe-shadowing on CT scans. The remaining 7 with normal CT
scans were younger on average, of median age 14. The study’s summary states “Through epidemiological
investigation, we observed a typical asymptomatic transmission to the cohabiting family members, which
even caused severe COVID-19 pneumonia [emphasis added].”

Asymptomatic transmission of SARS-CoV-2 was known not only to occur, but to be prevalent, as
demonstrated by various surveillance data and modelling studies. For example, a Eurosurveillance article28

with 8 March medRxiv preprint concluded “The proportion of pre-symptomatic transmission was 48%
(95%CI 32-67%) for Singapore and 62% (95%CI 50-76%) for Tianjin, China.”

(ii) Asymptomatic Infection Prevalence. At the time of writing for the Review, asymptomatic SARS-
CoV-2 cases were already known to be extremely common. In the well-known Diamond Princess cruise
ship outbreak, field data available as of 20 February29 reported 619 confirmed positive cases aboard the
ship, and said that 318 of these cases were asymptomatic at time of sample collection. Roughly similar
updated public surveillance data for the ship could be found in a 11 March preprint on medRxiv30 and
in a 12 March publication on Pubmed.31 By contrast, simply as a matter of case count, asymptomatic
and paucisymptomatic cases of SARS were rare (again see the January SAGE report24). This could also
be demonstrated, for example, by studies that performed widespread randomised serological testing in
communities with high SARS infection levels, and found only rare incidence of asymptomatic cases.32

(iii) Differences in Viral Load. On 19 February, the New England Journal of Medicine published a letter
of correspondence33 on NEJM.org comparing viral shedding of SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV2 in SARS and
COVID-19 patients, incorporating both their own results and earlier studies for COVID-19. For SARS,
it summarises: “Transmission of SARS-CoV occurred mainly after days of illness2 [emphasis added] and
was associated with modest viral loads in the respiratory tract early in the illness, with viral loads peaking
approximately 10 days after symptom onset3.” By contrast, for SARS-CoV-2, they state: “Higher viral loads
(inversely related to Ct value) were detected soon after symptom onset, with higher viral loads detected in
the nose than in the throat. Our analysis suggests that the viral nucleic acid shedding pattern of patients
infected with SARS-CoV-2 resembles that of patients with influenza4 and appears different from that seen
in patients infected with SARS-CoV.3 The viral load that was detected in the asymptomatic patient was
similar to that in the symptomatic patients, which suggests the transmission potential of asymptomatic
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or minimally symptomatic patients. These findings are in concordance with reports that transmission may
occur early in the course of infection5 and suggest that case detection and isolation may require strategies
different from those required for the control of SARS-CoV [emphasis added].”

A 8 March medRxiv preprint published in Nature on 1 April34 further emphasised the “stark contrast”
between SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV, including the fact that peak RNA concentrations for nasopharangeal
swabs were “more than 1000 times higher” than for SARS-CoV-2 than for SARS-CoV.

Pediatric-related evidence.

(iv) Asymptomatic Infection Prevalence in Children. Early studies with age-differentiated data either showed
a disproportionately small number of children with COVID-19 if testing only symptomatic patients, or
showed a disproportionately large fraction of SARS-CoV-2-infected children to be asymptomatic, if testing
asymptomatic individuals as well.35,36 For SARS on the other hand, a large random serological sampling
performed in Hong Kong found that only 2 of 117 seropositive children were asymptomatic.32

(v) Pediatric transmission. A February publication in Clinical Infectious Diseases contained a case report of
a 3-month-old child with COVID-19 who was the source of infection for both parents.35 A March preprint36

(admittedly from late March, but based on earlier literature and surveillance data) used a combination of
literature search and primary surveillance data to identify 31 family clusters for which the index patient could
be definitively determined, including the aformentioned case report. In 10% of these family clusters, the
index patient was younger than 10 years old, despite early school closures and despite the infrequency with
which young children visited infection-prone areas without accompaniment by immediate family members.
By contrast, a pediatric systematic study for SARS 2003 states that there is only one documented case
report of pediatric transmission of SARS-CoV,37 in this case by a very ill eleven-year-old.38

(vi) Pediatric non-transmission. A Hong Kong study on SARS 2003 identified 46 individual children who
had attended school in Hong Kong while symptomatic with SARS. Each one of these 46 children was
determined not to have transmitted SARS-CoV to anyone at their school32—a question easier to determine
with SARS-CoV than with SARS-CoV-2, due to the rarity of asymptomatic SARS-CoV infection.

By contrast, reports of pediatric nontransmission for SARS-CoV-2 from the period preceding publication
of the Review were limited if not non-existent, although admittedly they were limited for the same reason
that data on pediatric SARS-CoV-2 transmission has been limited in general: lack of opportunity due to
lockdowns and school closures except in countries with extremely low rates of community infection. Small,
sporadic collections of data did emerge in later months, but none of the associated non-transmission results
were comparable to those for SARS,39,40 particularly for adolescents.16

Conclusion. Godsland wrote that “in the absence of significant knowledge about COVID-19 at the time,
the authors looked to previous novel coronavirus outbreaks for modelling.” But by the time of writing of
Viner and colleagues’ Review, there had already been ten times more COVID-19 cases in mainland China
alone than there had ever been SARS cases in the entire world.

The authors somehow used this as license to amplify 6 SARS articles with no community-wide outbreak
data and in most instances no relevant data at all, plus 2 SARS articles that discounted the impact of
most SARS-related control measures including school closures, and then to portray these 8 articles as so
strongly disproving the utility of school closures for COVID-19 as to trump the results of 6 included and 3
excluded COVID-19 experimental and modelling studies of community-wide outbreaks, plus 2 SARS-related
community-wide outbreak modelling studies, all 11 of which strongly supported the substantial impact of
school closures on controlling COVID-19 spread.

That is not how science is supposed to work.
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